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Name of the Student
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Alkesh ravindra warghe

Alquama Baig Mirza Afsar Baig

Gauritai Shrikrushna Dhumale

Gayatri Arunrao Murkute

Mohini Ramdas Kedar

Tejasvini Bharat Rangire

Achal vinod Jawarkar

Nikita gopalrao tayade

Rutuja Sanjay Bawane

Priya Wasudevrao Badan

Aayesha siddiqua Irshad Ahmad

Saniya Anjum shakeel khan

Shravani Ravindra Kalpande

Snehal sudhakar masurkar

Nikita premdas uke

Radhika Pramod Ghadekar

Mayuri Gajanan Gawande

Anisha Sanjay vanjari

Tanzeela Khanam Mahboob khan

Saba saher M.sabir

Dipali Gajanan wankhade

Shaukh Nisar Shaikh Shabbir

Prachi ravindra athawale



Pratik Dinesh Dhurve

Faiz Ahmad

Vaishnavi Ravindar Chopkar

Shriyog Sharadrao Kukalkar

Shruti Vilas Shahu

Sanket bhele

Neha Ravindra Rekhate

Chaitali Gajanan Rande

Amisha satish pawar

Aliya Afreen Mohammad Nasir

TEJAS DILIP BHOPLE

Vaishnavi Gopalrao Badhe

Pratiksha purushottam kale

Radha ramrao kalanke

Akshada Baburao Ingle

Payal Dnyaneshwar Gondchor

Harshada Shankarro Harne.

Vishal mohan rajas

Mukta Pradiprao Uke

Prathamesh Bhashkarrao Nichal

Pratiksha Bajrang Dalu

Nikunj Pradeeprao Bahadure

Rahul Ravindra ingle

Tanzeela firdous Riyazuddin shaikh

Harshal prakash chavhan



Ankush Dnyaneshwar Dhande

AKANKSHA SANJAY RANGOLE

tanuja sharadrao dhote

Ritesh Durgesh Ghogare

Sakshi tulshiram aswar

Lakshmi Suresh Bahire

Pragati Arun Wankhade

Bhumika Sudhir Harne

Renuka Sanjay Mandave

Hrushikesh Ashok wankhade

Kundan Gajanan harne

Sarthak Santosh kholapure

Om mahankar

Utkarsha Shivaji Wankhade

Vedika arvind kajale

Prerna Dilip Yeokar

Gayatri Shivaji Bhand

Aditya Arun Thakare

Gayatri Dinesh pawar

Tanavi Purushottam Hagone

Ku. Shrutika Ganesh Kale

Disha nandkishor petkar

Vaishnavi Ramesh Pakhare

Aniket Shrikrushna Dharme

Ku. Gayatri Digambar Ghorad



Sakshi Sunil Wankhade

Ku sonal kishorsing Thakur

Sarvesh Ramchanra mahulkar

Sanjivani Sadashiv Aswar

Rasika Gajanan Gawande

Sanika pramod dhote

Aaliya firdaus

Nikita Vivek Ghodkar

Sadiya khanam Zabiullah khan

Rushikesh vilas have

Tanisha shitalkumar bundele

Aachal Kailas Gour

Tejas Hemantsa Barad

Sakshi Rameshrao Nathe

Ajay Ashok Abhyankar

Ku Pranjali Gajanan Raut

Masarrat parveen Syed Hamid Ali

Gayatri vinod bhaltadak

Ku. Payal Santosh Sawale

Neha Vishnu Patil

Shital shrikrishna sontakke

Gauri Rameshrao Sagane

Tanwi Sanjay jawarkar

Maheshwari Sudhakar Dharpawar

Karan Suresh patel



Divya Suresh Thorat

Ku.arpita sanjayrao chandurkar

275 more responses are hidden

AGE
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Gender
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What degree program are you pursuing now?
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Female
Male
Transgender27.1%

72.9%

Copy

Bachelor's (UG)
Master’s ( PG)
M. Phil
Doctorate8.8%

89.4%



What subject area are you currently pursuing?( Faculty )
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How much of the syllabus was covered in the class ?
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How well did the teacher prepare for the class ?
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Copy

Arts
Commerce
Science
Professional

39.9%

22.6%

37.2%

Copy

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
30 to 54%
0-Below 30%

14.4%
36.4%

45.7%

Copy

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Won’t teach at all

55.3%

29.8%



How well were the teachers able to communicate
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The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as
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Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers
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Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

9.3%
21.5%

59.8%

Copy

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

21.3%

36.4%

38.3%

Copy

Always fair
Usually fair
Sometime unfair
Usually unfair
Unfair

11.7%

28.2%

55.9%



Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?
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The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit opportunities for students.
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The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in
cognitive, social and emotional growth.
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Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

14.6%19.9%

57.2%

Copy

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

21.5%
14.9%

54.8%

Copy

Significantly
Very well
Moderately
Marginally
Not at all

13%

52.7%

27.4%



The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.
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Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme outcomes.
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Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you.
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Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

15.7%

43.4%

33.5%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

16.2%20.5%

54.5%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
I don’t have a mentor

11.4%
29.5%

47.3%



The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications.
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The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing
right level of challenges.
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Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome
them.
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Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

11.2%
28.2%

53.7%

Copy

Fully
Reasonably
Partially
Slightly
Unable to

12%26.1%

53.2%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

9.8%23.9%

54.3%



The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring, review
and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning process.
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The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential
learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for
enhancing learning experiences
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Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.
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Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

12.8%
42.8%

36.7%

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

8.5%

9.8%
34.3%

44.4%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

43.4%

39.4%



Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.
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What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.
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The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very
good.
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Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

10.9%31.4%

47.3%

Copy

Above 90%
70 – 89%
50 – 69%
30 – 49%
Below 29%

20.2%

40.7%

26.9%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

11.2%43.1%

39.6%



Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience in our institution.
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Yes

No

Good

Very good

Very good teaching

Agree

Good

Very good

Nothing

Very well

Nothing

Very good teaching.

Amazing experience of teaching, learning in my institute

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.

1)Prioritize student relationships. 2) Start small, think big. 3) Improved Collaboration.

Useful

Plz give the facility in our clg our courses

Some teachers are not good

Teachers should give lectures at regular times

Satisfaction

1)Use better graphics and visual media engage students well,2) try to reach every student and
ask for their doubts, 3)make teaching a two way interaction.

No Any sjetion



Not interested

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ... Try to reach every student
and ask for their doubts. ... Make teaching a two way interaction.

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ...

No suggestion

No suggestions

Yes

Plz take regular classes of each and every subject....and give us information about personality
development skills, and about employment and other specific terms........

Teaching very seriously and Funfully also ànd give other thought fully message .

arts

Good teaching

No excuses

Well but cultural programe not performing at college about 5 years 

Teachers use student centric method such as experiential learning partispative learning and
problems Sloving methodology for enhancing learning Experience

Understand to student

Have no difference between boys and girls about teaching

Deeep knowledge,practionsection

This is best institution and study is very well all teacher's done very hardwork .

this experience is very well and also good.

All teacher staft is best.

Stickly reading and for teach your teacher

Excellent

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 2) Try to reach every student
and ask for their doubts. 3) Make teaching a two way interaction.

Good job



Understand to student

Syllabus will be complete before exam period

REGULAR TAUR PE LECTURE LENA CHAHIYE

Be friendly with all the teachers

1) Experience is good. 2) College staff is excellent. 3) Facilities in college is also good.

1) P.G. books not available 2) silyabas is not completed 3)silyabas is not available

Nice Teaching

Regular class, teacher and student bonding are well,digital learning

Move to digital learning ...need to more strict to attiain classss

Very nice

Best

d

Ho..humne. Nihmit abhays Kiya to mhe ache prkar ne mark milge. Ho hme smj nahi aata to ho
sir se puche..

It is very beautiful teacher andthe beautiful stap and colleag

Try to teach every student and solving there douts

Need to focus on overall development , guide students, interact to student

You can learn better that what you teach

Observation/Suggestion 1: Implement Active Learning Strategies One observation to improve
the overall teaching-learning experience in your institution is to implement active learning
strategies. Active learning engages students in the learning process by encouraging them to
participate, interact, and apply knowledge actively. This can be done through group
discussions, problem-solving activities, case studies, hands-on experiments, and projects. By
incorporating active learning strategies, students can develop critical thinking, problem-
solving, and collaboration skills, leading to a more effective and engaging learning experience.
Suggestion 2: Foster a Supportive and Inclusive Learning Environment Creating a supportive
and inclusive learning environment is crucial for enhancing the teaching-learning experience. It
is important to ensure that all students feel valued, respected, and supported in their
educational journey. This can be achieved by promoting open communication, encouraging
diverse perspectives, and providing equal opportunities for all students to participate.
Additionally, incorporating culturally responsive teaching practices and incorporating inclusive
materials and resources can help meet the needs of diverse learners. By fostering a positive
and inclusive learning environment, students will be more motivated, engaged, and willing to
actively participate in their education. Suggestion 3: Utilize Technology for Enhancing Learning



Another observation to enhance the teaching-learning experience is to utilize technology
effectively. Technology can serve as a powerful tool to facilitate learning, promote
collaboration, and engage students in innovative ways. Explore the integration of educational
apps, online learning platforms, multimedia resources, and interactive tools to supplement
classroom instruction. Additionally, consider providing students with access to digital
resources, such as e-books, online databases, and virtual simulations. By incorporating
technology, you can create a more dynamic and interactive learning environment, catering to
the digital-native generation and preparing them for the future. Remember that these
suggestions should be tailored to the specific context and needs of your institution, and it's
important to involve educators, administrators, and students in the decision-making process to
ensure successful implementation.

1.use better graphic and visual media to engage student well 2.try to Every student and asl for
their doubts...3.make teaching a two way interaction.

1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 2)try to reach every student
and ask for their doubts 3)make teaching a two way interaction.

Great

If regularly classes were done then it is helpful

No suggestions

Understand the students mentality

Improve teaching

Satisfactory, good and very well teaching and learning

Satisfactory,good, very well teaching and learning

No suggestions All is good

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well, try to reach every student and
ask for their doubts, make teaching a two way of interaction

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well,try to reach every student and
ask for their doubt ,make teaching a two way of interaction

First of all, teachers should understand the students' mindset

1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well......2)Try to reach every
student and ask for their douy......3) Make teaching a two way interaction...

1)Use better graphics and visual media to engage student well .2) Try to reach every student
and ask for their doubts.3) Make teaching a two way Interaction.

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.try to reach every student and
ask for their doubts.make teaching a two way interaction.



1) Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 2) Try to reach every student
and ask for their doubts. 3) make teaching a two way interaction.

Ahshjfgjjk chhdgh hfjhfg

First teacher can understand the mentality of students

All teachers are good learning and give the 100% effects

Best, support, teaching

Overall is a good Institute

Give them possible opportunity and help students to encourage the challenges

They need to improve there teaching quality,as well as there non teaching staff like librarian,
clerk and other computer workers who do not have sense of humour to communicate with
students they always talk rude and everytime insult  there students. Thank You

Not

1)use better graphics and visual media to engage students well...(2) try to reach every student
and ask for their doubts...(3)make teaching a two way interaction.

Better understanding,Helping for handle sechuations and verry good

Very nice

It is very great institution for every time student learning and teaching

Eat is very institute for every time learning and teaching

Pepar set

Best teaching, Best classes

No suggestion . good. Everything is good

Overall good but, improve some quality of teaching and personal development of students

1. Your teaching is excellent.

Teacher teaching is very good

No one
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